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Abstract
We study the interpretation of the lambda-calculus in a framework based on tropical mathematics,
and we show that it provides a unifying framework for two well-developed quantitative approaches to
program semantics: on the one hand program metrics, based on the analysis of program sensitivity
via Lipschitz conditions, on the other hand resource analysis, based on linear logic and higher-order
program differentiation. To do that, we focus on the semantics arising from the relational model
weighted over the tropical semiring, and we discuss its application to the study of “best case” program
behavior for languages with probabilistic and non-deterministic effects. Finally, we show that a
general foundation for this approach is provided by an abstract correspondence between tropical
algebra and Lawvere’s theory of generalized metric spaces.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, more and more interest in the programming language community has been
directed towards the study of quantitative properties of programs like, e.g., the number
of computation steps or the probability of convergence, as opposed to purely qualitative
properties like termination or program equivalence. Notably, a significant effort has been
made to extend, or adapt, well-established qualitative methods, like type systems, relational
logics or denotational semantics, to account for quantitative properties. We can mention,
for example, intersection type systems aimed at capturing time or space resources [3, 28]
or convergence probabilities [9, 19], relational logics to account for probabilistic properties
like, e.g., differential privacy [13] or metric preservation [24, 68], as well as the study of
denotational models for probabilistic [33,46] or differential [36] extensions of the λ-calculus.
The main reason to look for methods relying on (quantitative extensions of) type-theory or
denotational semantics is that these approaches yield modular and compositional techniques,
that is, allow one to deduce properties of complex programs from the properties of their
constituent parts.

Two approaches to quantitative semantics. Among such quantitative approaches, two
have received considerable attention.
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14:2 Tropical Mathematics and the Lambda-Calculus I

On the one hand, there is the approach of program metrics [10,11,68] and quantitative
equational theories [58]: when considering probabilistic or approximate computation, rather
than asking whether two programs compute the same function, it makes more sense to ask
whether they compute functions which do not differ too much. This has motivated the study
of denotational frameworks in which types are endowed with a metric, measuring similarity of
behavior; this approach has found applications in, e.g., differential privacy [68] and coinductive
methods [12], and was recently extended to account for the full λ-calculus [25,42,66].

On the other hand, there is the approach based on differential [36] or resource-aware [18]
extensions of the λ-calculus, which is well-connected to the so-called relational semantics
[30, 50, 56] and has a syntactic counterpart in the study of non-idempotent intersection
types [28, 59]. This family of approaches have been exploited to account for higher-order
program differentiation [36], to establish reasonable cost-models for the λ-calculus [2], and
have also been shown suitable to the probabilistic setting [9, 19,50].

In both approaches the notion of linearity, in the sense of linear logic [43] (i.e. of using
inputs exactly once), plays a crucial role. In metric semantics, linear programs correspond to
non-expansive maps, i.e. to functions that do not increase distances, and the possibility of
duplicating inputs leads to interpret programs with a fixed duplication bound as Lipschitz-
continuous maps [10]. By contrast, in the standard semantics of the differential λ-calculus,
linear programs correspond to linear maps, in the usual algebraic sense, while the possibility
of duplicating inputs leads to consider functions defined as power series.

A natural question, at this point, is whether these two apparently unrelated ways of
interpreting linearity and duplication can be somehow reconciled. At a first glance, there
seems to be a “logarithmic” gap between the two approaches: in metric models a program
duplicating an input n times yields a linear (hence Lipschitz) function nx, whereas in
differential models it would lead to a polynomial function xn, thus not Lipschitz. The
fundamental idea behind this work is the observation that this gap is naturally overcome
once we interpret these functions in the framework of tropical mathematics, where, as we
will see, the monomial xn precisely reads as the linear function nx.

Tropical mathematics and program semantics. Tropical mathematics was introduced in
the seventies by the Brazilian mathematician Imre Simon [72] as an alternative approach
to algebra and geometry where the usual ring structure of numbers based on addition and
multiplication is replaced by the semiring structure given, respectively, by “min” and “`”.
For instance, the polynomial ppx, yq “ x2 ` xy2 ` y3, when interpreted over the tropical
semiring, translates as the piecewise linear function φpx, yq “ mint2x, x ` 2y, 3yu. In the
last decades, tropical geometry evolved into a vast and rich research domain, providing a
combinatorial counterpart of usual algebraic geometry, with important connections with
optimisation theory [55]. Computationally speaking, working with min and ` is generally
easier than working with standard addition and multiplication; for instance, the fundamental
(and generally intractable) problem of finding the roots of a polynomial admits a linear time
algorithm in the tropical case (and, moreover, the tropical roots can be used to approximate
the actual roots [62]). The combinatorial nature of several methods in tropical mathematics
explains why these are so widely applied in computer science, notably for convex analysis
and machine learning (see [57] for a recent survey).

Coming back to our discussion on program semantics, tropical mathematics seems to
be just what we look for, as it turns polynomial functions like xn into Lipschitz maps like
nx. At this point, it is worth mentioning that a tropical variant of the usual relational
semantics of linear logic and the λ-calculus has already been considered [50], and shown
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capable of capturing best-case quantitative properties, but has not yet been studied in detail.
Furthermore, connections between tropical linear algebra and metric spaces have also been
observed [38] within the abstract setting of quantale-enriched categories [47, 74]. However, a
thorough investigation of the interpretation of the λ-calculus within tropical mathematics
and of the potentialities of its applications has not yet been undertaken.

In this paper we make a first step in such direction, by demonstrating that the relational
interpretation of the λ-calculus based on tropical mathematics does indeed provide the
desired bridge between differential and metric semantics, and suggests new combinatorial
methods to study probabilistic and non-deterministic programs.

Contributions and outline of the paper. Our contributions in this paper are the following:
We first show that tropical polynomials naturally arise in the best-case analysis of
probabilistic and non-deterministic programs, turning the study of quantitative program
behavior into a purely combinatorial problem. This is in Sections 3 and 4.
We study the relational model over the tropical semiring, which provides a semantics of
effectful extensions of the simply typed λ-calculus (STLC in the following) and PCF [67].
Notably, we show that higher-order programs are interpreted by a generalizations of
tropical power series [61], and we show that these functions are locally Lipschitz-continuous,
thus yielding a full-scale metric semantics. This is in Sections 5 and 6.
We exploit the differential structure of the relational model to study the tropical Taylor
expansion of a λ-term, which can be seen as an approximation of the term by way of
Lipschitz-continuous maps, and we show that it can be used to compute approximated
Lipschitz-constants for higher-order programs. This is in Section 7.
We conclude by framing the connection between the tropical, differential and metric
viewpoints at a more abstract level. We recall a well-known correspondence between
Lawvere’s generalized metric spaces [51, 74] and modules over the tropical semi-ring [69]
and we show that it yields a model of the differential λ-calculus which extends the tropical
relational model. This is in Section 8.

2 A Bridge between Metric and Differential Aspects

In this section, we discuss in some more detail the two approaches to quantitative semantics
we mentioned in the Introduction, at the same time providing an overview of how we aim at
bridging them using tropical mathematics.

Metric Approach: Bounded λ-Calculus. In many situations (e.g. when dealing with
computationally difficult problems) one does not look for algorithms to compute a function
exactly, but rather to approximate it (in an efficient way) within some error bound. In
other common situations (e.g. in differential privacy [8, 68]) one needs to verify that an
algorithm is not too sensitive to errors, that is, that a small error in the input will produce a
comparably small error in the output. In all these cases, it is common to consider forms of
denotational semantics in which types are endowed with a behavioral metric, that is, a metric
on programs which accounts for differences in behavior. A fundamental insight coming from
this line of work is that, if one can somehow bound the number of times that a program may
duplicate its input, the resulting program will be Lipschitz-continuous: if M may duplicate
at most L times, then an error ϵ between two inputs will result in an error less or equal
to L ¨ ϵ in the corresponding outputs [10, 68] (yet, this property may fail in a concurrent
setting, see e.g. [41]). For instance, the higher-order program M “ λf.λx.fpfpxqq, which
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duplicates the functional input f , yields a 2-Lipschitz map between the metric space R ⊸ R
of non-expansive real functions and itself: if f, g are two non-expansive maps differing by at
most ϵ (i.e. for which |fpxq ´ gpxq| ď ϵ holds for all x P R), then the application of M to f

and g will produce two maps differing by at most 2ϵ.
These observations have led to the study of λ-calculi with graded exponentials, like

Fuzz [68], inspired from Girard’s Bounded Linear Logic [44], which have been applied to the
study of differential privacy [10, 39]. The types of such systems are defined by combining
linear constructors with a graded linear exponential comonad !rp´q [49].

Yet, what about the good old, “unbounded”, simply typed λ-calculus? Actually, by
using unbounded duplications, one might lose the Lipschitz property. For instance, while
the functions Mk “ λx.k ¨ x : R Ñ R are all Lipschitz-continuous, with Lipschitz constant
k, the function M “ λx.x2 obtained by “duplicating” x is not Lipschitz anymore: M is,
so to say, too sensitive to errors. More abstractly, it is well-known that the category Met
of metric spaces and non-expansive maps, is not cartesian closed, so it is not a model of
STLC (yet, several cartesian closed sub-categories of Met do exist, see e.g. [21,25]). Still, one
might observe that the program M above is actually Lipschitz-continuous, if not globally, at
least locally (i.e. over any compact set). Indeed, some cartesian closed categories of locally
Lipschitz maps have been produced in the literature [33, 66], and a new example will be
exhibited in this paper.

Resource Approach: the Differential λ-Calculus. A different family of approaches to lin-
earity and duplication arises from the study of the differential λ-calculus [36] (and differential
linear logic [30]) and its categorical models. The key ingredient is a differential constructor
Dr_, _s, added to the usual syntax of the λ-calculus. The intuition is that, given M of type
A Ñ B and N of type A, the program DrM, N s, still of type A Ñ B, corresponds to the
linear application of M to N : this means that N is passed to M so that the latter may use
it exactly once. This is also why DrM, N s still has type A Ñ B, since M might need other
copies of an input of type A. In particular, the application of DrM, N s to an “error term” 0
ensures that M will use N exactly once (we say linearly).

The reason why D is called a “differential”, is twofold: semantically, its interpretation is
a generalisation of the usual differential form analysis (see Section 5); syntactically, it allows
to define the so-called Taylor expansion T of programs: the idea is that one can expand any
application MN as an infinite formal sum of linear applications DkrM, Nks0, i.e. where N is
linearly passed exactly k times to M ; doing this recursively gives rise to the suggestive Taylor
formula T pMNq :“

ř8

k“0
1
!k ¨ DkrT pMq, T pNqks0. In other words, unbounded duplications

correspond to some sort of limit of bounded, but arbitrarily large, ones.

Tropical Mathematics: Lipschitz Meets Taylor. At this point, as the Taylor formula
decomposes an unbounded application as a limit of bounded ones, one might well ask whether
it could be possible to see this formula as interpreting a λ-term as a limit of Lipschitz maps,
in some sense, thus bridging the metric and differential approaches. Here, a natural direction
to look for is the weighted relational semantics [50], due to its strict relations with the Taylor
expansion of programs. However, in this semantics, arbitrary terms correspond to power
series, and terms with bounded applications correspond to polynomials, hence in any case to
functions which are not Lipschitz.

Yet, what if such polynomials were tropical ones, i.e. piecewise linear functions? This
way, the Taylor formula could really be interpreted as a decomposition of λ-terms via limits
(indeed, infs) of Lipschitz maps. In other words, unbounded term application could be seen
as a limit of more and more sensitive operations.
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Figure 1 Tropical polynomials φ0, . . . , φ4 (top to bottom), and their limit tps φ (in violet). The
points where the slope changes are the tropical roots of φ, i.e. the points x “ 2´pi`1q, satisfying
ix ` 2´i

“ pi ` 1qx ` 2´pi`1q.

This viewpoint, that we develop in the following sections, leads to the somehow unexpected
discovery of a bridge between the metric and differential study of higher-order programs.
This connection not only suggests the application of optimization methods based on tropical
mathematics to the study of the λ-calculus and its quantitative extensions, but it scales to
a more abstract level, leading to introduce a differential operator for continuous functors
between generalized metric spaces (in the sense of [51]), as shown in Section 8.

3 Tropical Polynomials and Power Series

At the basis of our approach is the observation that the tropical semiring pr0, 8s, min, `q,
which is at the heart of tropical mathematics, coincides with the Lawvere quantale L “

pr0, 8s, ě, `q [47, 74], the structure at the heart of the categorical study of metric spaces
initiated by Lawvere himself [51]. Let us recall that a quantale is a complete lattice endowed
with a continuous monoid action. In the case of L, the lattice is defined by the reverse order
ě on R, and the monoid action is provided by addition. Notice that the lattice join operation
of L coincides with the idempotent semiring operation min.

Power series and polynomials over the tropical semiring are defined as follows:

▶ Definition 1. A tropical power series (tps) in k variables is a function f : Lk Ñ L of shape
fpxq “ infiPItix ` f̂piqu, where I Ď Nk, ix is the scalar product and f̂ P LNk is a vector of
coefficients. When I is finite, f is called a tropical polynomial.

Hence, a unary tps is a function f : L Ñ L of the form fpxq “ infiPItix ` aiu, with I Ď N
and the ai P L. In Section 5 we also consider tps in infinitely many variables.

A tropical polynomial is always a piece-wise linear function since, e.g. in one variable, it
has shape fpxq “ min0ďjďntijx`cij

u. For example, the polynomials φnpxq “ min0ďjďntjx`

2´ju are illustrated in Fig. 1 for 0 ď n ď 4.
A tropical root of a tps φ is a point x P L where φ is not differentiable (i.e. where the

slope of φ changes). When φ is a polynomial, the roots of φ coincide with the points where
the minimum defining φ is attained at least twice (see Figure 1). Unlike in standard algebra,
tropical roots of tropical polynomials can be computed in linear time [62].

While tropical polynomials are essentially combinatorial objects, this cannot be said for
tps: since infs are not in general mins, a tps is a “limit” of tropical polynomials of higher
and higher degree, and its behavior is in general way more difficult to study than that of
tropical polynomials [61]. E.g., the tps φpxq :“ infnPNtnx ` 2´nu (see Fig. 1) is the “limit”
of the polynomials φn.

CSL 2024
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▶ Remark 2. There is a well-known relation between tropical polynomial/power series
and usual polynomials/power series. For a power series fpxq “

ř

iPI aix
i (polynomials

being the case for I finite) defined on r0, 1s and coefficients ai in r0, 1s, one can define the
tropicalisation tf : L Ñ L of f as the tropical polynomial/power series function tfpαq :“
infiPIt´ logpaiq ` iαu.

For instance, the tropicalisation sends the infinite power series
ř

ně2 xn to the tps
φpxq “ infnpn ` 2qx. Yet the latter always coincides with the tropical monomial φpxq “ 2x,
since nx ě 0 for all n P N, which is in turn the tropicalisation of the polynomial x2. This
shows that tropicalisation is not in general an injective operation and in fact, as we show in
Theorem 3 below, tps (in finitely many variables) have a tendency to collapse, if not globally
at least locally, onto tropical polynomials.

For instance, by looking at Fig. 1 it appears that, far from 0, φ behaves like some of the
polynomials φn. In particular, φ coincides on rϵ, 8s with φn, for ϵ ě 2´pn`1q (the smallest
tropical root of φn). However, at x “ 0 we have that φpx “ 0q “ infnPN 2´n “ 0, and this is
the only point where the inf is not a min. Also, while the derivative of f is bounded on all
p0, 8q, for x Ñ 0` it tends to 8. In fact, this is a general phenomenon, as showed below:

▶ Theorem 3. For all tps fpxq “ infnPNk tnx ` f̂pnqu, for all 0 ă ϵ ă 8, there is a finite
Fϵ Ď Nk such that f coincides on all rϵ, 8sk with Pϵpxq :“ minnPFϵ tnx ` f̂pnqu.

As we’ll see, the potential of collapsing infinitary objects (i.e. tps) into combinatorial ones
(i.e. tropical polynomials), is one of the most intriguing features of tropical semantics.

For the interested reader, we provide the proof of Theorem 3 below. Let us first set the
following:

▶ Definition 4. Let ĺ be the product order on Nk (i.e. for all m, n P NK , m ĺ n iff mi ď ni

for all 1 ď i ď K). Of course m ă n holds exactly when m ĺ n and mi ă ni for at least
one 1 ď i ď K. Finally, we set m ă1 n iff m ă n and

řK
i“1 ni ´ mi “ 1 (i.e. they differ on

exactly one coordinate).

▶ Remark 5. If U Ď NK is infinite, then U contains an infinite ascending chain m0 ă m1 ă

m2 ă . . . . This is a consequence of König Lemma (KL): consider the directed acyclic graph
pU, ă1q, indeed a K-branching tree; if there is no infinite ascending chain m0 ă m1 ă m2 ă

. . . , then in particular there is no infinite ascending chain m0 ă1 m1 ă1 m2 ă1 . . . so the
tree U has no infinite ascending chain; then by KL it is finite, contradicting the assumption.

Proof of Theorem 3. We will actually show the existence of Fϵ Ďfin Nk such that:
1. if Fϵ “ H then fpxq “ `8 for all x P Lk;
2. if fpx0q “ `8 for some x0 P rϵ, 8qK then Fϵ “ H;
3. the restriction of f on rϵ, 8sk coincides with Pϵpxq :“ min

nPFϵ

tnx ` f̂pnqu.
Let Fϵ be the complementary in N of the set:

tn P NK | either f̂pnq “ `8 or there is m ă n s.t. f̂pmq ď f̂pnq ` ϵu.

In other words, n P Fϵ iff f̂pnq ă `8 and for all m ă n, one has f̂pmq ą f̂pnq ` ϵ. Suppose
that Fϵ is infinite; then, using Remark 5, it contains an infinite ascending chain tm0 ă m1 ă

¨ ¨ ¨ u. By definition of Fϵ we have then `8 ą f̂pm0q ą f̂pm1q` ϵ ą f̂pm2q`2ϵ ą ¨ ¨ ¨ , so that
`8 ą f̂pm0q ą f̂pmiq ` iϵ ě iϵ for all i P N. This contradicts the Archimedean property of
R. Hence Fϵ is finite.
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1. We show that if Fϵ “ H, then f̂pnq “ `8 for all n P NK . This immediately entails the
desired result. We go by induction on the well-founded order ă over n P NK :

if n “ 0K R Fϵ, then f̂pnq “ `8, because there is no m ă n.
if n R Fϵ, with n ‰ 0K then either f̂pnq “ `8 and we are done, or there is m ă n

s.t. f̂pmq ď f̂pnq ` ϵ. By induction f̂pmq “ `8 and, since ϵ ă `8, this entails
f̂pnq “ `8.

2. If fpx0q “ `8 with x0 P rϵ, 8qK , then necessarily f̂pnq “ `8 for all n P NK . Therefore,
no n P NK belongs to Fϵ.

3. We have to show that fpxq “ Pϵpxq for all x P rϵ, `8sK . By 1), it suffices to show that
we can compute fpxq by taking the inf, that is therefore a min, only in Fϵ (instead of all
NK). If Fϵ “ H then by 2) we are done (remember that min H :“ `8). If Fϵ ‰ H, we
show that for all n P NK , if n R Fϵ, then there is m P Fϵ s.t. f̂pmq ` mx ď f̂pnq ` nx.
We do it again by induction on ă1:

if n “ 0K , then from n R Fϵ, by definition of Fϵ, we have f̂pnq “ `8 (because there
is no n1 ă n). So any element of Fϵ ‰ H works.
if n ‰ 0K , then we have two cases: either f̂pnq “ `8, in which case we are done as
before by taking any element of Fϵ ‰ H. Or f̂pnq ă `8, in which case (again by
definition of Fϵ) there is n1 ă n such that f̂pn1q ď f̂pnq ` ϵ (‹). Therefore we have
(remark that the following inequalities hold also for the case x “ `8):

f̂pn1q ` n1x ď f̂pnq ` ϵ ` n1x by p‹q

ď f̂pnq ` pn ´ n1qx ` n1x because ϵ ď min x and min x ď pn ´ n1qx

“ f̂pnq ` nx.

Now, if n1 P Fϵ we are done. Otherwise n1 R Fϵ and we can apply the induction
hypothesis on it, obtaining an m P Fϵ s.t. f̂pmq ` mx ď f̂pn1q ` n1x. Therefore this m

works. ◀

4 Tropical Semantics and First Order Effectful Programs

Before discussing how full-scale higher-order programming languages can be interpreted in
terms of tropical power series, we highlight how such functions may naturally arise in the
study of effectful programming languages. We will see that, when considering probabilistic
and non-deterministic programs, tropical tools can be used to describe the behavior of
programs in the best/worst case, and may lead to collapse the description of infinitely many
possible behaviors into a combinatorial account of the optimal ones.

Maximum Likelihood Estimators for Probabilistic Languages. Let us start with a very
basic probabilistic language: the terms are M ::“ True | False | M ‘p M , for p P r0, 1s,
and the operational semantics is M ‘p N Ñ pM and M ‘p N Ñ p1 ´ pqN , so that
M ‘p N plays the role of a probabilistic coin toss of bias p. Consider the program M :“
pTrue‘pFalseq‘pppTrue‘pFalseq‘ppFalse‘pTrueqq. Calling q “ 1´p, to each occurrence
of True or False in M , univocally determined by an address ω P tl, ru˚, is associated a
monomial Pωpp, qq which determines the probability of the event “M ↠ω True{False”, that
is, that M reduces to True{False according to the choices in ω. Thinking of p, q as parameters,
Pωpp, qq can thus be read as the likelihood function of the event “M ↠ω True{False”. For
instance, we have Prllpp, qq :“ qp2, Prrrpp, qq :“ q3, and Prrlpp, qq “ Prlrpp, qq :“ q2p.
The polynomial function QTruepp, qq :“ Pllpp, qq ` Prllpp, qq ` Prrrpp, qq “ p2 ` p2q ` q3

gives instead the probability of the event “M ↠ True”, and analogously for QFalsepp, qq :“
Plrpp, qq ` Prrlpp, qq ` Prlrpp, qq “ pq ` 2pq2.

CSL 2024
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This way, the probabilistic evaluation of M is presented as a hidden Markov model [14],
a fundamental statistical model, and notably one to which tropical methods are generally
applied [64]. Then, a natural question in this case, for a fixed ω0, is the following: knowing
that M reached a normal form, say True, what is the maximum likelihood estimator for
the event “M ↠ω0 True”? In other words, what is the choice of p, q that maximizes the
conditional probability PpM ↠ω0 True | M ↠ Trueq, i.e. that makes ω0 the most likely path
among those leading to True?

Answering this question amounts at finding a solution to the following constrained
maximization problem in the unknown p P r0, 1s:

Pω0 pp, 1 ´ pq “ max
ω

Pωpp, 1 ´ pq

which is related to the polynomial, say, QTruepp, qq. Since ´ log Pωpp, qq “

ptPωqp´ log p, ´ log qq, this is equivalent to finding a solution of the following constrained
minimization problem in the unknowns pp, x, yq P r0, 1s ˆ r0, 8s ˆ r0, 8s:

tPω0 px, yq “ tQTruepx, yq, x “ ´ log p, y “ ´ logp1 ´ pq. (‹)

Since the first equation can be solved easily (i.e. in linear time) by computing the tropical
roots of tQTrue, we can obtain an explicit relation between x and y that can be used to solve
the whole system, finally finding our p, as the next example shows.

▶ Example 6. For our running example M , let us suppose that we observed the event
“M ↠ True”, so that our probabilities are conditioned under this observation. We have

tQTruepx, yq “ minttPllpx, yq, tPrllpx, yq, tPrrrpx, yqu “ mint2x, y ` 2x, 3yu.

The tropical roots of tQTruepx, yq are all the points of the form px, 2
3 xq. Recall that these

are the points where (‹) is satisfied for at least two distinct values of ω0 (indeed for ω0 P

tll, rrru). From this it follows that tQTruepx, yq “ tPrrrpx, yq “ 3y holds iff y ď 2
3 x, and

tQTruepx, yq “ 2x “ tPllpx, yq otherwise. In this way can find the maximum likelihood
estimator for ω0 “ rrr: via the substitution x :“ ´ log p, y :“ ´ logp1 ´ pq, the condition
y ď 2

3 x is equivalent to ´ logp1 ´ pq ď ´ 2
3 log p, i.e. 1 ´ p ě p

2
3 . This means that, if p P r0, 1s

satisfies 1 ´ p ě p
2
3 (for example, p “ 1

4 ), then Prrrpp, 1 ´ pq “ maxω“ll,rll,rrr Pωpp, 1 ´ pq.
In other words, knowing that M sampled True in its normal form, the most likely sampled
occurrence of True is the one at the address rrr iff 1 ´ p ě p

2
3 .

As we’ll see in Section 5, this analysis extends to PCF-style programs. For example, the
program M “ Ypλx.True ‘p xq yields the power series QTruepp, qq “

ř8

n“0 pqn “
p

1´q that
sums all infinitely many ways in which M may reduce to True. Notice that the tropicalised
series tQTruep´ log p, ´ log qq “ infnPNt´ log p ´ n log qu “ ´ log p collapses onto a single
monomial describing the unique most likely reduction path of M leading to True, namely
the one that passes through a coin toss only once.

Best Case Analysis for Non-Deterministic Languages. This example is inspired from [50].
We consider now a basic non-deterministic language with terms M ::“ True | Gen | M ` M ,
with an operation semantics comprising a non-deterministic reduction rule M1 ` M2

α
Ñ Mi

and a generation rule Gen β
Ñ True ` Gen, where in each case the value α, β P L indicates

a cost associated with the reduction (e.g. the estimated clock value for the simulation of
each reduction on a given machine model). Then, any reduction ω : M ↠ N of a term
to (one of its) normal form is associated with a tropical monomial Pωpα, βq consisting of
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the sum of the costs of all reductions in ω. For a given normal form N , the reductions
ωi : M ↠ N give rise to a tps infiPI Pωi

pα, βq. For example, consider the non-deterministic
term M :“ Gen ` ppTrue ` Trueq ` Genq. The (infinitely many) reduction paths leading to
True can be grouped as follows:

left, then reduce Gen n ` 1-times, then left;
right, then left and then either left or right;
right twice, then reduce Gen n ` 1-times and then left.

This leads to the tps φM↠Truepαq “ infnPN
␣

pn ` 2qα ` pn ` 1qβ, 3α, pn ` 3qα ` pn ` 1qβ
(

“

mint2α ` β, 3αu, which describes all possible behaviors of M . Notice that, since α and β are
always positive, the power series φM↠Truepαq is indeed equivalent to the tropical polynomial
mint2α ` β, 3αu. In other words, of the infinitely many behaviors of M , only finitely many
have chances to be optimal: either left + Gen + left, or right + left + (left,right). Also in
this case, reducing to best-case analysis leads to collapse the infinitary description of all
behaviors to a purely combinatorial description of the finitely many optimal ones.

Once reduced φM↠True to a polynomial, the best behavior among these will depend on
the values of α and β, and by studying the tropical polynomial φM↠True one can thus answer
questions analogous to 2) above, that is, what are the best choices of costs α, β making a
chosen reduction of M to True the cheapest one?

5 Tropical Semantics of Higher-Order Programs

In this section we first recall a general and well-known construction that yields, for any
continuous semiring Q, a model QRel! of effectful extensions of the simply typed λ-calculus
and PCF, and we show how, when Q “ L, it captures optimal program behavior; moreover,
we discuss how this model adapts to graded and differential variants of STLC.

Linear/Non-Linear Algebra on Q-Modules. For any continuous semiring Q (i.e. a cpo
equipped with an order-compatible semiring structure), one can define a category QRel ( [50]
calls it QΠ) of “Q-valued matrices” as follows: QRel has sets as objects and set-indexed
matrices with coefficients in Q as morphisms, i.e. QRelpX, Y q :“ QXˆY . The composition
st P QXˆZ of t P QXˆY and s P QY ˆZ is given by pstqa,c :“

ř

bPY sb,cta,b (observe that this
series always converges because Q is continuous). For any set X, QX is a Q-semimodule
and we can identify QRelpX, Y q with the set of linear maps from QX to QY , which have
shape fpxqb :“

ř

aPX f̂a,bxa, for some matrix f̂ P QXˆY . Notice that usual linear algebra
conventions correspond to work in QRelop, e.g. the usual matrix-vector product defines a
map QY Ñ QX . Following [29,47,50], we are instead working with transpose matrices.

QRel admits a comonad ! which acts on objects by taking the finite multisets. Remember
that the coKleisli category C! of a category C w.r.t. a comonad ! is the category whose
objects are the same of C, and C!pX, Y q :“ Cp!X, Y q, with composition ˝! defined via the
co-multiplication of !. Now, although a matrix t P QRel!pX, Y q yields a linear map L!X Ñ LY ,
by exploiting the coKleisli structure we can also “express it in the base X”, which leads to the
non-linear map t! : QX Ñ QY defined by the power series t!pxq “ t ˝! x : b ÞÑ

ř

µP!X tµ,b ¨ xµ,
where xµ “

ś

aPx x
µpaq
a .

When we instantiate Q “ L, we obtain the category LRel of L-valued matrices. As one
might expect, this category is tightly related to Lawvere’s theory of (generalized) metric
spaces. For the moment, let us just observe that a (possibly 8) metric on a set X is nothing
but a “L-valued square matrix” d : X ˆ X Ñ L satisfying axioms like e.g. the triangular law.
We will come back to this viewpoint in Section 8.
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Composition in LRel reads as pstqa,c :“ infbPY tsb,c ` ta,bu, and the non-linear maps
t! : LX Ñ LY have shape t!pxqb “ infµP!Xtµx ` tµ,bu, where µx :“

ř

aPX µpaqxa. These
correspond to the generalisation of tps with possibly infinitely many variables (in fact, as
many as the elements of X). By identifying !t˚u » N and Lt˚u » L, the tps generated by
the morphisms in LRel!pt˚u, t˚uq are exactly the usual tps’s of one variable. For example,
the φ of Figure 1 is indeed of shape φ “ t!, for t P L!t˚uˆt˚u, tµ,˚ :“ 2´#µ.
▶ Remark 7. The operation f ÞÑ f ! turning a matrix into a function is reminiscent of
the well-known operation of taking the convex conjugate f˚ of a function f defined over
a vector space (itself a generalization of the Legendre transformation). Indeed, let X,
Y be sets and let x_, _y : X ˆ Y Ñ R. For f : X Ñ R, let f˚ : Y Ñ R be defined by
f˚pyq :“ supxPXtxx, yy´fpxqu. Then for X “!A, Y “ LA, where A is a set, and xµ, yy :“ µy,
we have f !pyq “ p´fq˚p´yq for all f P L!A.

The L-Weighted Relational Model. The categories QRel are well-known to yield a model
of both probabilistic and non-deterministic versions of PCF (see e.g. [34, 50]), which are
called weighted relational models. The interpretation of the simply typed λ-calculus STLC
in LRel relies on the fact that all categories QRel! are cartesian closed [50], with cartesian
product and exponential objects acting on objects X, Y as, respectively, X ` Y and !X ˆ Y .
Hence, any typable term Γ $ M : A gives rise to a morphism JΓ $ M : AK P LRel!pJΓK, JAKq,
and thus to a generalized tps JΓ $ M : AK! : LJΓK Ñ LJAK.

▶ Example 8. The evaluation morphism ev P LRel!pp!X ˆ Y q ` X, Y q yields the tps ev! :
L!XˆY ˆ LX Ñ LY given by b P Y ÞÑ ev!pF, xqb “ infµtFµ,b ` µxu. So, for instance,
supposing the ground type o of STLC is interpreted as the singleton set t˚u, and recalling
the identification !t˚u » N, the interpretation of the term x : o, z : po Ñ o Ñ oq $ zxx : o,
involving two consecutive evaluations, yields the tps φ : L ˆ LMfinpNˆNq Ñ L given by
φpx, zq “ infn,n1 tzrpn,n1qs ` pn ` n1qxu.

This interpretation extends to PCF by interpreting the fixpoint combinator Y via the matrices
fixX

“ infn

␣

fixX
n

(

P L!p!XˆXqˆX , where fixX
0 “ 0 and fixX

n`1 “ ev ˝! xfixX
n , idy.

One can easily check, by induction on a typing derivation, that for any program of STLC
or PCF, the associated matrix is discrete, that is, its values are included in t0, 8u. Indeed,
as suggested in Section 3, the actual interest of tropical semantics lies in the interpretation of
effectful programs. As the homsets LRel!pX, Y q are L-modules, it is possible to interpret in it
extensions of STLC and PCF comprising L-module operations α¨M and M `N [50], by letting
JΓ $ α ¨ M : AK “ JΓ $ M : AK ` α and JΓ $ M ` N : AK “ mintJΓ $ M : AK, JΓ $ N : AKu.
More precisely, [50] considers a language PCFQ corresponding to PCF extended with Q-
module operations, with an operational semantics given by rules M

1
Ñ M 1 for each rule

M Ñ M 1 of PCF (here 1 is the monoidal unit of Q) as well as M1 ` M2
1

Ñ Mi and
α ¨ M

α
Ñ M . Hence, any reduction ω “ ρ1 . . . ρk : M ↠ N is naturally associated with

a weight wpωq “
řk

i“1 wpρiq P Q. In particular, from [Theorem V.6] [50] we deduce the
following adequation result:

▶ Proposition 9. J$PCFL M : NatKn “ inf
␣

wpωq
ˇ

ˇ ω : M Ñ n
(

for all n P N.

The previous result allows to relate the tropical semantics of a program with its best-case
operational behavior. Observe that the two examples shown in Section 3 can easily be
rephrased in the language PCFL. For instance, for the probabilistic example, one can use the
translation pM ‘p Nq˝ “ mintM˝ ` p, N˝ ` p1 ´ pqu, so that the reductions : M ‘p N

p
Ñ M

and M ‘p N
1´p
Ñ N translate into a sequence of two reductions pM ‘p Nq˝ 0

Ñ M˝ p
Ñ M and
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x :1 A $ x : A

Γ $ M : A

Γ, x :0 B $ M : A

Γ, x :n A $ M : B

Γ $ λx.M :!nA ⊸ B

Γ, x :n B, y :m B $ M : A

Γ, x :n`m B $ Mtx{yu : A

Γ $ M :!nA ⊸ B ∆ $ N : A

Γ ` n∆ $ MN : B

Figure 2 Typing rules for bSTLC.

pM ‘p Nq˝ 0
Ñ N˝ 1´p

Ñ N˝. Let PPCF (for probabilistic PCF [34]) be standard PCF extended
with the constructor M ‘p N (p P r0, 1s) and its associated reduction rules. From the above
discussion we deduce the following:

▶ Corollary 10. Let $PPCF M : Nat and n P N. Considering its interpretation as a function
of p, 1 ´ p, we have that J$PPCF M˝ : NatKnp´ logppq, ´ logp1 ´ pqq is the minimum negative
log-probability of any reduction from M to n, i.e. the negative log-probability of (any of) the
(equiprobable) most likely reduction path from M to n.

Remark that this implies that all solution p P r0, 1s to the equation ´ log wpωq “ J$PPCFL

M˝ : NatKnp´ logppq, ´ logp1 ´ pqq are the values of the probabilistic parameter which make
the reduction ω the most likely.
▶ Remark 11. The function J$PPCF M˝ : NatKnpα, βq is a tps, and Theorem 3 ensures that
this function coincides locally with a tropical polynomial. This means that, for any choice of
p, 1 ´ p, the most likely reduction path of M can be searched for within a finite space.

Finally, [50] obtained a similar result for a non-deterministic version of PCF, by translating
each term into PCFL via pλx.Mq˝ “ λx.M˝ ` 1 and pYMq˝ “ YpM˝ ` 1q ( [50] considers
the discrete tropical semiring NY t8u, but the result obviously transports to L), and in that
case [50, Corollary VI.10] gives that J$ M˝ : NatKn computes the minimum number of β-
and fix- redexes reduced in a reduction sequence from M to n.

N-Graded Types. We now show how to interpret in LRel! a graded version of STLC, that
we call bSTLC, indeed a simplified version of the well-studied language Fuzz [68]. This
language is based on a graded exponential !nA, corresponding to the possibility of using an
element of type A at most n times. In particular, if a function λx.M of type !nA ⊸ B, then,
for any N of type A, x is duplicated at most n times in any reduction of pλx.MqN to the
normal form.

Graded simple types are defined by A ::“ o | !nA ⊸ A; the contexts of the typing
judgements are sets of declarations of the form x :n A, with n P N; given two contexts
Γ, ∆, we define Γ ` ∆ recursively as follows: if Γ and ∆ have no variable in common, then
Γ ` ∆ “ Γ Y ∆; otherwise, we let pΓ, x :m Aq ` p∆, x :n Aq “ pΓ ` ∆q, x :m`n A. Moreover,
for any context Γ and m P N, we let mΓ be made all x :mn A for px :n Aq P Γ. The typing
rules of bSTLC are illustrated in Fig. 2,

On the side of LRel, one can check that the comonad ! of LRel can be “decomposed” into
a family of “graded exponentials functors” !n : LRel Ñ LRel (n P N), where !nX is the set
of multisets on X of cardinality at most n. The sequence p!nqnPN gives rise to a so-called
N-graded linear exponential comonad on (the SMC) LRel [49]. As such, pLRel, p!nqnPNq yields
then a model of bSTLC. More details can be found in the extended version of this article.
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Γ $ 0 : A

Γ, x : A $ M : B

Γ $ λx.M : A Ñ B

Γ $ M : A Ñ B Γ $ N : A

Γ $ DrM, N s : A Ñ B

Γ, x : A $ x : A

Γ $ M : A Ñ B Γ $ T : A

Γ $ MT : B

Γ $ M1 : A ¨ ¨ ¨ Γ $ Mn : A
pn ě 2q

Γ $ M1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Mn : A

Figure 3 Typing rules of STBLC.

Notice that arrow types are interpreted via J!nA ⊸ BK :“!nJAKˆ JBK and that, whenever
J˚K is finite, the set JAK is finite for any type A of bSTLC.

The Differential λ-Calculus. We recall the interpretation in LRel! of the simply typed
differential λ-calculus STBLC, an extension of STLC ensuring exact control of duplications.
The syntax of STBLC (see [20, Section 3]) is made of terms M and sums T, mutually
generated by: M ::“ x | λx.M | MT | DrM, M s and T ::“ 0 | M | M ` T, quotiented by
equations that make `, 0 form a commutative monoid on the set of sums, by linearity of
λx.p_q, Dr_, _s and p_qT (but not of Mp_q) and by irrelevance of the order of consecutive
Dr_, _s. We follow the tradition of quotienting also for the idempotency of `. The typing
rules are illustrated in Figure 3, where a context Γ is a list of typed variable declarations.
The main feature of this language is that Dnrλx.M, Nns0 has a non-zero normal form iff x is
duplicated exactly n times during reduction.

The categorical models of STBLC are called cartesian closed differential λ-categories
(CCBλC) [16,17,20]. These are CCCs enriched over commutative monoids (i.e. morphisms
are summable and there is a 0 morphism), with the cartesian closed structure compatible
with the additive structure, and equipped with a certain differential operator D, turning a
morphism f : A Ñ B into a morphism Df : A ˆ A Ñ B, and generalising the usual notion of
differential, see e.g. [15]. An example is the CCBλC of convenient vector spaces with smooth
maps, where D is the “real” differential of smooth maps.

Applying [52, Theorem 6.1] one can check that LRel! is a CCBλC when equipped with
D : LRelp!X, Y q Ñ LRelp!pX&Xq, Y q defined as pDtqµ‘ρ,b “ tρ`µ,b if #µ “ 1 and as 8

otherwise (using the isomorphism pµ, ρq P!Zˆ!Z 1 ÞÑ µ ‘ ρ P!pZ ` Z 1q). The differential
operator D of LRel! translates into a differential operator D! turing a tps f : LX Ñ LY

into a tps D!f : LX ˆ LX Ñ LY , linear in its first variable, and given by D!fpx, yqb “

infaPX,µP!X

!

f̂µ`a,b ` xa ` µy
)

. One can check that, when f is a tropical polynomial, D!f

coincides with the standard tropical derivative (see e.g. [45]).

6 On Tropical Power Series

As seen in Section 3, tropical polynomials are piecewise-linear functions, hence concave
and Lipschitz-continuous. Moreover, tps in finitely many variables are locally equivalent to
tropical polynomials (except at some singular points), and are thus also concave and locally
Lipschitz-continuous. In this section we show that much of these properties extend also to
tps with infinitely many variables, as those arising from the tropical relational model. The
literature on tropical power series is often recent (e.g. [61]), and several results we prove in
this section are, to our knowledge, new.
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Notice that, as a set, LX “ r0, 8sX , and with the usual ` and ¨ it is a Rě0-semimodule,
let us call it RX

ě0. Together with the usual sup-norm ∥x∥8 :“ supaPX xa, it can be showed
to be a Scott-complete normed cone (see [71] or the extended version). Suitable categories of
cones have been recently investigated as models of probabilistic computation ( [23,31,35]).
The cone structure of RX

ě0 also induces a partial order on it, its cone partial-order : x ď y iff
y “ x ` z for some (unique) z P RX

ě0. It actually coincides with the pointwise order on Rě0
(and makes it a Scott-continuous dcpo). In this section we consider tps w.r.t. this structure.

Continuity of tps. Looking at Fig. 1, we see that φ, just like the polynomials φn, is
non-decreasing and concave. This is indeed always the case:

▶ Proposition 12. All tps are non-decreasing and concave, w.r.t. the pointwise order on
RX

ě0.

The tps φ is continuous on Rě0 (w.r.t. the usual norm of real numbers). We can
generalise this property, dropping the case of x having some 0 coordinate. But we have to be
careful, because while in the finite dimensional Rn, every real convex function is continuous
because it is necessarily locally bounded from above (the sup-norm and the euclidean one
are equivalent) [22, Proposition 4.7], in infinite dimensions the former condition is no longer
true [22, Example 4.8]. However, [22, Proposition 4.4.(3)] shows that it is the only requirement
to ask: if a real-valued convex function with domain a convex open subset of a locally convex
topological R-vector space (LCTVS) is, locally around any point, bounded from above by a
finite non-zero constant, then it is continuous on all its domain.

▶ Theorem 13. All tps f : RX

ě0 Ñ Rě0 are continuous on p0, 8qX , w.r.t. to the norm ∥¨∥8.

Proof. By Proposition 12, ´f is convex. Since f ě 0 on all RX

ě0, we have e.g. ´f ď 1
on RX

ě0. Now p0, 8qX Ď RX is open and convex, so [22, Proposition 4.4.(3)] entails the
continuity of ´f on p0, 8qX , hence that of f on it. ◀

In analogy with [27, Proposition 17], we also have:

▶ Theorem 14. All monotone (w.r.t. pointwise order) and ∥¨∥8-continuous functions f :
p0, 8qX Ñ p0, 8q are Scott-continuous. In particular, all tps f : RX

ě0 Ñ Rě0 are Scott-
continuous on p0, 8qX w.r.t. the pointwise orders.

Lipschitz-continuity of tps. Let us first look at what happens with those tps which are
either linear or obtained via bounded exponentials. The result below is in analogy with what
happens in the usual metric semantics of Fuzz, where linear functions are non-expansive and
n-bounded functions are n-Lipschitz [68].

▶ Proposition 15.
1. If a tps f : RX

ě0 Ñ RY

ě0 arises from a matrix f̂ : X ˆ Y Ñ Rě0 (i.e. it is linear), then f

is non-expansive (i.e. 1-Lipschitz).
2. If f : RX

ě0 Ñ RY

ě0 arises from a matrix f̂ : !nX ˆ Y Ñ Rě0, then f is n-Lipschitz-
continuous.

Proof sketch.
1). Using the fact that fpxqb “ infaPXtf̂a,b ` xau, the problem reduces to: |pf̂a,b ´ xaq ´

pf̂a,b ´ yaq| “ |xa ´ ya| ď ∥x ´ y∥8.
2). Follows from 1. and the remark that, for all x P LX , ∥!nx´!ny∥8 ď n ¨ ∥x ´ y∥8, where

!nx is the restriction of !x to MďnpXq. ◀
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uv uv

B2δpzq

zy
x

Bδpxq

B3δpxq

Figure 4 Drawing of the proof of Theorem 18.

Observe that on the hom-sets LRel!pX, Y q there are two natural notions of distance:
the metric }f ´ g}8 arising from the norm and the one arising from the usual sup-metric
d8pf, gq :“ supxPLX }f !pxq ´ g!pxq}8. In general one has }f ´ g}8 ě d8pf, gq, the equality
holding when f !, g! are linear (i.e. when they arise from morphisms of LRelpX, Y q).

When a tps is expressed as an inf of finitely many monomials we simply call it a tropical
polynomial. For any such tropical polynomial φ : RX

ě0 Ñ RY

ě0, the associated matrix has
shape !degpφqpXq ˆ Y Ñ Rě0 (as a monomial µix ` ci yields a matrix entry on !#µiX ˆ Y ).
Hence, using Proposition 15 2., we have:

▶ Corollary 16. Any tropical polynomial φ : RX

ě0 Ñ Rě0 is degpφq-Lipschitz continuous.

We now show that, if we consider the full exponential !, i.e. arbitrary tps, we can
still prove that a local Lipschitz condition holds. In [22, Theorem 6.4] a locally Lipschitz
property is obtained for locally convex topological vector spaces, under the hypothesis of
continuity. [22, Proposition 6.5] shows that continuity is used in order to have a locally
bounded condition, the crucial ingredient of the proof. Instead of showing how our case
fits into such theorems, we prefer to state the following theorem, basically a particular case
of [22, Theorem 6.9, Lemma 6.10]:

▶ Theorem 17. All tps f : RX

ě0 Ñ Rě0 are locally Lipschitz on p0, 8qX . Moreover, the
Lipschitz constant of f on Bδpxq can be chosen to be 1

δ max
B3δpxq

f .

The fundamental ingredient of the proof of this result is the following Theorem 18, from
which Theorem 17 immediately follows, since p0, 8qX is open and convex in pRX , ∥¨∥q and
all tps are non-negative.

▶ Theorem 18. Let f : V Ď pRX , ∥¨∥q Ñ pR, |¨|q, with V open and convex and ∥¨∥ any norm.
If f is concave and locally bounded, then f is locally Lipschitz. Moreover, the Lipschitz
constant of f on Bδpxq can be chosen to be 1

δ max
B3δpxq

|f |.

Proof. Call Bδpxq :“ B1, B3δpxq :“ B3. It suffices to show that for all x P V , there is δ ą 0
s.t. B3 Ď interiorpV q, K :“ maxB3 |f | exists and f is K

δ -Lipschitz on B1. A δ satisfying
the first two conditions exists since V is open and because f is locally bounded and B3 is
compact. We show that the third condition holds for all such δ. For that, fix y, z P B1 and
call r :“ dpy,zq

2δ P r0, 1s. We want to show that |fpyq ´ fpzq| ď K
δ dpy, zq “ 2Kr. Wlog y ‰ z,

otherwise there is nothing to prove.
So r ‰ 0 and we can consider u :“ 1`r

r z´ 1
r y, v :“ 1

r y´ r´1
r z. We have u, v P B2δpzq “: B2.

Indeed, dpu, zq “ ∥u ´ z∥ “ ∥ z
r ` z ´

y
r ´ z∥ “

∥z´y∥
r “ 2δ and similarly dpv, zq “ 2δ.

Geometrically, those are actually the intersections between B2 and the line generated by y and
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z, see Figure 4. Now we have the convex combinations z “ 1
1`r y ` r

1`r u and y “ p1´rqz `rv,
so the concavity of f entails on one hand: fpzq ě 1

1`r fpyq ` r
1`r fpuq ě

fpyq

1`r ´ rK
1`r , i.e.

fpyq ´ fpzq ď rpK ` fpzqq ď 2rK, and on the other hand: fpyq ě p1 ´ rqfpzq ` rfpvq ě

fpzq ´ rpfpzq ` Kq, i.e. fpzq ´ fpyq ď rpfpzq ` Kq ď 2rK. In the previous inequalities we
have used that fpuq, fpvq ě ´K. This follows from the fact that u, v P B2 Ď B3, as it can
be immediately checked, thus |fpuq| , |fpvq| ď K. Putting the final inequalities together, we
have |fpyq ´ fpzq| ď 2rK, i.e. the thesis. ◀

7 Lipschitz Meets Taylor

In this section we finally relate the metric and differential analysis of higher-order programs
in the tropical relational model.

The key ingredient is the notion of Taylor expansion T pMq of a λ-term M . This is a
set of terms of the differential λ-calculus defined inductively as: T pxq “ txu, T pλx.Mq “

tλx.t | t P T pMqu and T pMNq “ tt ¨ xu1, . . . , uky | k P N, t P T pMq, ui P T pNqu, where
t ¨ xu1, . . . , uky is an abbreviation for Dkrt, u1, . . . , uks0. Observe that in the terms appearing
in T pMq all applications are bounded: they may use an exact number of copies of their input.
Such terms are usually called resource λ-terms [56, 65]. One can easily check that for all
terms Γ $STLC M : A and t P T pMq, also Γ $STBLC t : A holds.

▶ Example 19. Considering the term M “ zxx from Example 8, all terms tn,m “ z xxny xxmy,
for n, m P N, are in T pMq. Notice that the interpretation of tn,m yields a tropical polynomial
Jtn,mK!pxqpzq “ yrn,ms ` pn ` mqx, rather than a tps. However, this is not a general fact:
consider y : po Ñ oq Ñ po Ñ oq, x : po Ñ oq $ t : po Ñ oq with t “ y ¨ xy ¨ xxyy P T pypyxqq.
Then JtK! : L!NˆN ˆ LN Ñ LN is given by JtK!py, xqi “ infm,nPN

␣

yrms,i ` yrns,m ` xnu, which
is not a polynomial. Yet, JtK! is Lipschitz, more precisely, 1-Lipschitz in x and 2-Lipschitz in
y. This is a general fact, as shown by Theorem 22 below.

We have already shown that the tropical differential makes LRel! a model of the differential
λ-calculus. We now show that it also models the Taylor expansion (this needs not be true
for any CCBλC). First, it can be patiently checked that (see [56, Definition 4.22]):

▶ Theorem 20. Morphisms in pLRel!, Dq can be Taylor-expanded: for all t P LRel!pZ, !X ⊸
Y q, s P LRel!pZ, Xq we have ev ˝! xt, sy “ inf

nPN
tpp. . . ppΛ´tq ‹ sq ‹ . . . q ‹ sq ˝! xid, 8yu.

The equation above is a tropical reformulation of the Taylor formula from the Introduction:
u ‹ s “ pDuq ˝! xx8, s ˝! π1y, idy corresponds to the application of the derivative of u on s,
and Λ´ is the uncurry operator. Hence the right-hand term corresponds to the inf of the
n-th derivative of Λ´t applied to “n copies” of s.

Second, since LRel! has countable sums (all countable infs converge), an immediate
adaptation of the proof of [56, Theorem 4.23] shows:

▶ Corollary 21. JΓ $STLC M : AK “ inftPT pMqJΓ $STBLC t : AK.

Using the results of the previous section, as well as the results above, we now deduce the
following properties:

▶ Theorem 22. Let S be one of PCFL, STLC, bSTLC, STBLC. Let Γ $S M : A and a P JAK.
1. For S “ bSTLC, JΓ $S M : AK!

a is a tropical polynomial, and thus Lipschitz;
2. For S “ STBLC, if t P T pMq, then JΓ $S t : AK!

a is Lipschitz;
3. For S “ STLC, PCFL, then JΓ $S M : AK!

a is locally Lipschitz;
4. For S “ STLC, T pMq decomposes JΓ $STLC M : AK!

a as an inftPT pMqJΓ $STBLC t : AK!
a

of Lipschitz functions.
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Proof.
1). From Proposition 15 2. and the remark that for any type of bSTLC, JAK is finite.
2). From Proposition 15 2. observing that a resource term tpxq may use a variable x a fixed

number n times, so that its matrix lies in L!nXˆY .
3). From Theorem 17.
4). It follows from Corollary 21 plus the fact that, for pfnqnPN Ď L!XˆY , we have

pinfnPN fnq
!

“ infnPN f !
n. ◀

We conclude our discussion with an application of the Taylor expansion in LRel!: as
proved in the previous section, all tps are locally Lipschitz; now, Theorem 22 can be used to
compute approximations of the Lipschitz constants of an actual higher-order program.

▶ Corollary 23. Suppose x : A $STLC M : B and $STLC N : A. Then for all t P T pMq such
that JtK!pJNKq ‰ 8, and δ ą 0, the tps Jx : A $STLC M : BK! is JtK!

pJNK`3δq

δ -Lipschitz over
the open ball BδpJNKq.

Proof. Thm. 17 yields the estimate max
B3δpJNKq

JMK!. As from Thm. 22 4. it follows that
JtK! ě JMK!, we deduce that K “ max

B3δpJNKq
JtK! ě max

B3δpJNKq
JMK! is also a local Lipschitz

constant for JMK!. Moreover, since JtK! is concave and non-decreasing, the max of JtK! is
attained at the maximum point of B3δpJNKq, that is, K “ JtK!px ` 3δq. Finally, from
JtK!pJNKq ă 8 and the continuity of JtK! we deduce K ă 8. ◀

▶ Example 24. Consider again the term M “ zxx from Example 8. The (generalized) tps
JMK!pxqpyq “ infn,n1PNtyrpn,n1qs ` pn ` n1qxu is not (globally) Lipschitz: for any L ą 0, choose
a natural number N ą L, let Y P LMfinpNˆNq be such that Yµ ă 8 only if µ “ rpn, n1qs with
n ` n1 ě N ; then |JMK!pxqpY q ´ JMK!px ` ϵqpY q| ě Nϵ ą Lϵ. Now take the approximant
t “ zxxN´1yxxy P T pMq (chosen so that JtK!pxqpY q ă 8). Its interpretation is the monomial
JtK!pxqpY q “ YrpN´1,1qs ` Nx. We can then compute a Lipschitz-constant for JMK! around
xx, Y y as 1

δ JtK!pxx, Y y ` δq “ 3N ` 3 `
YrpN´1,1qs`Nx

δ .

8 Generalized Metric Spaces and L-Modules

As we have seen, the morphisms of LRel can be seen as continuous functions between
the L-modules LX , when the latter are taken with the metric induced by the 8-norm.
This viewpoint gives a metric flavor to LRel, and allowed us to relate differential and
metric structure. Yet, how far can this correspondence be pushed? In particular, is this
correspondence restricted to L-modules of the form LX (i.e. with a fixed base), or does it
hold in some sense for arbitrary L-modules? Is this correspondence restricted to the 8-norm
metric, or does it hold for other metrics too?

8.1 L-Modules and Cocomplete L-Categories
An answer to the questions above comes from an elegant categorical correspondence between
tropical linear algebra and the theory of generalized metric spaces, initiated by Lawvere’s
pioneering work [51], and at the heart of the emergent field of monoidal topology [47, 74].

On the one hand we have L-modules: these are triples pM, ĺ, ‹q where pM, ĺq is a
sup-lattice, and ‹ : L ˆ M Ñ M is a continuous (left-)action of L on it, where continuous
means that ‹ commutes with both joins in L and in M . A L-module homomorphism is a
map f : M Ñ N commuting with both joins and the L-action. We let LMod indicate the
category of L-modules and their homomorphisms.
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On the other hand we have Lawvere’s generalized metric spaces [47, 51, 74]: Lawvere
was the first to observe that a metric space can be described as a L-enriched category.
Indeed, spelling out the definition, a L-enriched category (in short, a L-category) is given
by a set X together with a “hom-set” Xp´, ´q : X ˆ X Ñ L satisfying 0 ě Xpx, xq and
Xpy, zq ` Xpx, yq ě Xpx, zq. This structure clearly generalizes the usual definition of metric
spaces, which are indeed precisely the L-categories which are skeletal (i.e. Xpx, yq “ 0
implies x “ y) and symmetric (i.e. Xpx, yq “ Xoppx, yq, where Xoppx, yq “ Xpy, xq). A
basic example of L-category is L itself, with the distance Lpx, yq “ y ´ x.

Moreover, a L-enriched functor between L-categories is nothing but a non-expansive
map f : X Ñ Y , since functoriality reads as Y pfpxq, fpyqq ď Xpx, yq. Functors of shape
Φ : Y op ˆ X Ñ L are called distributors and noted Φ : X ÞÑ Y . Two distributors Φ : Y ÞÑ X

and Ψ : Z ÞÑ Y can be composed just like ordinary matrices in LRel: Ψ ˛ Φ : Z ÞÑ X is given
by pΨ ˛ Φqx,z “ infyPY tΨpy, zq ` Φpx, yqu.

Lawvere also observed that the usual notion of Cauchy-completeness can be formulated,
in this framework, as the existence of suitable colimits [51]. Let us recall the notion of
weighted colimit in this context:

▶ Definition 25 (weighted colimits). Let X, Y, Z be L-categories, Φ : Z ÞÑ Y be a distributor
and f : Y Ñ X be a functor. A functor g : Z Ñ X is the Φ-weighted colimit of f over X,
noted colimpΦ, fq, if for all z P Z and x P X

Xpgpzq, xq “ sup
yPY

tXpfpyq, xq ´ Φpy, zqu

A functor f : X Ñ Y is said cocontinuous if it commutes with all existing weighted
colimits in X, i.e. fpcolimpΦ, gqq “ colimpΦ, f ˝ gq. A L-enriched category. A L-category X

is said cocomplete if all weighted colimits over X exist. We let LCCat indicate the category
of cocomplete L-categories and cocontinuous L-enriched functors as morphisms.

Observe that cocompleteness for a symmetric L-category X implies the usual Cauchy com-
pleteness. Indeed, a Cauchy sequence pxnqnPN in X yields two adjoint distributors ϕ˚ : 1 ÞÑ X

and ϕ˚ : X ÞÑ 1, where ϕ˚px1q “ limnÑ8 Xpx1, xn, q and ϕ˚px1q “ limnÑ8 Xpxn, x1q. Hence,
colimpϕ˚, 1Xq : 1 Ñ X must be a point x satisfying 0 “ Xpx, xq “ supyPX limnÑ8pXpy, xq ´

Xpy, xnqq, which implies limnÑ8 Xpxn, xq “ 0.
It turns out that the notions of L-module and cocomplete L-category are indeed

equivalent. More precisely, the categories LMod and LCCat are isomorphic [73]. First,
any L-module pM, ĺ, ‹q can be endowed with the structure of a L-category by letting
Mpx, yq “ inf tϵ | ϵ ‹ x ě yu. Moreover, a homomorphism of L-modules induces a cocon-
tinuous functor of the associated L-categories. Conversely, in cocomplete L-categories it is
possible to introduce a continuous L-action via suitable weighted colimits called tensors:

▶ Definition 26 (tensors, cf. [74]). Let X be a L-category, x P X and ϵ P L. The tensor of x

and ϵ, if it exists, is the colimit ϵ b x :“ colimprϵs, ∆xq, where rϵs : 1 ÞÑ 1 is the constantly ϵ

distributor and ∆x : 1 Ñ X is the constant functor.

A cocomplete L-category can thus be endowed with a L-module structure with order
given by x ĺX y iff Xpy, xq “ 0, and action given by tensors ϵ b x. Moreover, a cocontinuous
functor between cocomplete L-categories is the same as a homomorphism of the associated
L-modules.

8.2 Exponential and Differential Structure of LMod » LCCat
We now show that the correspondence between L-modules and cocomplete L-categories lifts
to a model of the differential λ-calculus, generalizing the co-Kleisli category LRel!.

CSL 2024
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In order to define a Lafont exponential ! over LMod, we exploit a well-known recipe
from [50,60]. The first step is to define a symmetric algebra SymnpMq as the equalizer of
all permutative actions on n-tensors M b ¨ ¨ ¨ b M . Notice that each element of !nM can be
described as a join of “multisets” rx1, . . . , xns, where the latter is the equivalence class of the
tensors x1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn P Mbn under the action of permutations σ P Sn. The L-module !nM

is a cocomplete L-category with distance function defined on basic “multisets” as follows:

p!nMqpα, βq “ sup
σPSn

inf
τPSn

n
ÿ

i“1
Xpxσpiq, yτpiqq (1)

where α “ rx1, . . . , xns and β “ ry1, . . . , yns, and extended to arbitrary elements α “
Ž

i αi

and β “
Ž

j βj by p!nMqpα, βq “ supi infjp!nMqpαi, βjq.
Next, we define !M as the infinite biproduct

ś

n!nM , yielding the cofree commutative
comonoid over M (cf. [60, Proposition 1]). Using the fact that biproducts commute with
tensors in LRel, by standard results [60], we obtain that the coKleisli category LMod! is
a CCC. Moreover, the constructions for LMod generalize those of LRel, in the sense that
!pLXq » LMfinpXq and that LMod!pLX ,LY q » LRel!pX, Y q.

Finally, since the coKleisli category of a Lafont category with biproducts is always a
CCBC [53, Theorem 21], we can endow LMod! with a differential operator E, generalizing
D!, given by

Efpαq “
ł

!

fpβ Y rxsq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ιnpβq b ι1pxq ď Spαq

)

(2)

where ιk : Mk Ñ
ś

iPI Mi is the injection morphism given by ιkpxqpkq “ x and ιkpxqpi ‰

kq “ 8, and S :!pM ˆ Nq Ñ!Mb!N is the Seely isomorphism [60], and conclude that:

▶ Theorem 27. (LMod!{LCCat!, E) is a CCBC.

9 Related Work

The applications of tropical mathematics in computer science abound, e.g. in automata
theory [48,72], machine learning [57,64,77], optimization [4, 5], and convex analysis [54].

As we said, the relational semantics over the tropical semiring was quickly explored in [50],
to provide a “best case” resource analysis of a PCF-like language with non-deterministic choice.
The connections between differential λ-calculus (and differential linear logic), relational
semantics, and non-idempotent intersection types are very well-studied (see [28], and more
recently, [59] for a more abstract perspective, and [40,63] for a 2-categorical, or proof-relevant,
extension). Probabilistic coherent spaces [33], a variant of the relational semantics, provide
an interpretation of higher-order probabilistic programs as analytic functions. In [32] it was
observed that such functions satisfy a local Lipschitz condition somehow reminiscent of our
examples in Section 3.

The study of linear or bounded type systems for sensitivity analysis was initiated in [44]
and later developed [26, 68, 70]. Related approaches, although not based on metrics, are
provided by differential logical relations [24] and change action models [7]. More generally,
the literature on program metrics in denotational semantics is vast. Since at least [75]
metric spaces, also in Lawvere’s generalized sense [51], have been exploited as an alternative
framework to standard, domain-theoretic, denotational semantics; notably models of STLC
and PCF based on ultra-metrics and partial metrics have been proposed [25,37,66].
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Motivated by connections with computer science and fuzzy set-theory, the abstract study
of generalized metric spaces in the framework of quantale- or even quantaloid-enriched
categories has led to a significant literature in recent years (e.g. [47,74]), and connections
with tropical mathematics also have been explored e.g. in [38, 76]. Moreover, applications of
quantale-modules to both logic and computer science have also been studied [1, 69].

Finally, connections between program metrics and the differential λ-calculus have been
already suggested in [66]; moreover, cartesian difference categories [6] have been proposed as
a way to relate derivatives in differential categories with those found in change action models.

10 Conclusion and Future Work

The main goals of this paper are two. Firstly, to demonstrate the existence of a conceptual
bridge between two well-studied quantitative approaches to higher-order programs, and to
highlight the possibility of transferring results and techniques from one approach to the
other. Secondly, to suggest that tropical mathematics, a field which has been largely and
successfully applied in computer science, could be used for the quantitative analysis of
functional programming languages. While the first goal was here developed in detail, and
at different levels of abstraction, for the second goal we only sketched a few interesting
directions, and we leave their development to a second paper of this series.

While the main ideas of this article only use basic concepts from the toolbox of tropical
mathematics, an exciting direction is that of looking at potential applications of more
advanced tools from tropical algebraic and differential geometry (e.g. Newton polytopes,
tropical varieties, tropical differential equations). Another interesting question is how much
of our results on tps and their tropical Taylor expansion can be extended to the abstract
setting of generalized metric spaces and continuous functors.
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